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UR Winner has been chosen!
URSHOW.tv hosts a quadruple main event on March 20th at the Celebrity Theatre in Phoenix where contest winner
and fan favorite Vyron Phillips will fight the legendary Roy Jones Jr. in the hopes of winning $100,000!

Toronto, ON, March 9, 2016: URSHOW.tv is thrilled to announce Vyron Phillips has been chosen by the
fans in the “Fight Ray Jones Jr. Contest” as the fighter hoping to take Roy Jones Jr. down.
Vyron was a 2011 gold medal winner at the Ontario Provincial Boxing Championships. A natural athlete,
Vyron starred for the Algoma University basketball team as one of the top point/forwards in the country
during his tenure. No stranger to adversity, Vyron grew up in the crime riddled section of St. Paul, MN,
and faced tragedy early on with the loss of his 11-year-old brother, who was killed by a stray bullet as
part of a senseless drive-by-shooting. Now focused full time on his fight career - both in the cage and in
the ring - Vyron looks to make his family and friends proud, and welcomes the challenge to test his skills
against one of the greatest boxers of all time.
In Vyron’s corner will be contest runner up Anthony Trotter, a Kentucky State Trooper who has a passion
for MMA.
This is UR chance to see the biggest names in combat sports in 1 night. During this epic event, viewers
get 4 blockbuster MAIN EVENT fights featuring once-in-a-lifetime experiences. URSHOW.tv brings you up
close and personal to the stars. URSHOW.tv takes U into the action like never before with a
revolutionary approach to Live Streamed iPPV Events bringing you up close and personal to the stars!
MAIN CARD:
Boxing: Roy Jones Jr vs A ‘Fan’
Pro Wrestling: Kurt Angle vs Rey Mysterio

MMA: Tank Abbott vs Dan Severn
Grappling: Chael Sonnen vs Michael Bisping

Live Stream tickets are now available only on URSHOW.tv! Tickets can also be purchased for the live
venue at celebritytheatre.com.
About:
URSHOW.tv is a new digital television network of celebrity channels that will bring U exclusive programs
on-demand and incredible live events streamed directly to you. Watch from any device you choose, no
matter where you are in the world. Amazing features give you an unprecedented level of interaction
with your favorite stars. Connect with celebrities like never before, gain behind the scenes access, shape
the experience and be a part of URSHOW.tv.

To learn more visit www.URSHOW.tv
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